500 CLUB

Your £2
can make a
difference!
Support the 500 Club and you
will be making a difference to
people in crisis in Harlow
and the surrounding area.

For around the price of a bottle
of drink and a chocolate bar once
a month, your donation of £2
or more will help to keep the
Harlow Foodbank running to
provide this invaluable service.
Interested?
Read more...

So, what is
Harlow Foodbank?

When people have no financial safety net,
a sudden crisis, such as bereavement, benefit
delay, redundancy or illness, can leave them
unable to feed themselves or their family.

Such situations can quickly deteriorate, leading to relationship
breakdown, house repossession or worse. Harlow Foodbank
works to support people who find themselves on the edge of a crisis.

How does a foodbank work?

Food is donated by the people of Harlow and the surrounding area,
which is then sorted by volunteers, and packed into boxes.
We partner with front-line care professionals, who identify people
in crisis and give them a voucher.

On taking their voucher to a foodbank centre, people receive a
warm welcome, a hot drink and a foodbox. We also signpost people with
agencies who can help to resolve the underlying causes of the crisis.

What does the 500 club mean?

We are looking to find 500 supporters who can give £2 or more
each month to help keep the Harlow Foodbank running, which can then
continue to provide people in crisis with a lifeline.

Regular support by standing order means we can plan our work,
giving Harlow Foodbank the confidence that comes from regular income.
If you would like to help in this way, please fill in your details below
and we can post you a standing order mandate.

Yes, I would like to give regularly to Harlow Foodbank
I would like to give £.......... each month

Name.............................................................................

Address...........................................................................
....................................................................................
....................................... Postcode...............................

Tick here to add an extra 25p to every £1 you give

For more information call 01279 724515
harlowfoodbank@mrct.org.uk www.mrct.org.uk/foodbank
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